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About This Content

This DLC pack includes the following items:

Accessories
Mini Festival Shrine, Eggplant, Cucumber, Battle axe, Headdress, Sign Set, Bright Band Set, Rain cloud, Shinobi Scarf,
Mask, Shuriken, Tengu Mask, Wooden Doll, Balloon, Cherry, Scrunchie, Loose Sock

Rich Accessories
Rainbow, Glowstick, Otohime's Robe
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https://youtu.be/M0dpruz4dvM

A classic if you like the hardcore platformer. This game is not easy and often repeated deaths will ensue until you nail the
timing down. If this kind of gameplay frustrates you then stay well clear. Things are not helped by the wacky control scheme, I
highly recommend using a game pad unless you liike using the arrow keys to move. Even then the controls are somewaht touchy.

However the game is still great from its presentation, to its humour, to its challenging platforming and excellent animatons.
Enemy types are varied and the levels and settings still feel grim and other worldly. Just be prepared to be patient with this one..
gt;Screen Driver Stopped Responding
>Screen Driver Stopped Responding
>Screen Driver Stopped Responding
>Screen Driver Stopped Responding
>Screen Driver Stopped Responding
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>Screen Driver Stopped Responding
>Screen Driver Stopped Responding
>BLUE SCREEN

Please give a less option then "Best" please xD. A fun couch game to play with friends. Each ship has some special abilities that
add a tactical layer to the frenetic base gameplay, turning the game into something more interesting and competitive that it
appears at first look.. Fun as Clicker.

The negative reviews are correct in their criticims if you are looking for a in-depth strategic experience. However, I think the
game succeeds more as a Clicker game --- gain a vague sense of accomplishment while spending most of your attention on
something else (such as watching TV).. Simple and fun free game. You need to save your granddaughter and kill all bad dudes.
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The full release is so much better than the demo. The flashlight definitely works much better. The new levels are challenging
and the graphics are excellent. The only minor annoyance is that it seems to take forever to unlock new guns and add ons. I
played through tons of levels and was stuck with the hand gun and laser sight. Also, flashlight failed in the computer room far
too quickly, zombies coming out of the shadows with very little time to react, It does get a little boring standing in the same
place for each level (particularly after playing HordeZ) but it is a good wave shooter. If you like HordeZ and House of the Dead
type games, you will like the Brookhaven Experiment. Highly recommended.. It's free. Give it a shot. Fair warning to those who
are motion-sickness inclined though, this will turn your stomach inside out and use it like a punching bag--but for everyone else,
this is an absolute blast!. Literally unplayable.. Nice premise but that's all it is really. Everything is placeholder so there's very
little in terms of content and mechanics.

Appears to be abandoned, nice waste of my money :)))). Very Good Happy With Purchase
. I bought the game yesterday... During the Training I had no probs, but then i started carrer . there the training was
fine,too. but my first match i started was in slow motion...i guess it has smth to do with gamepad input probs because
the sequences between the point ran in normal speed...they have to fix it quick, otherwise i want my money back, cause
its not playable in this state. I can only recommend this to players who research vintage games, like myself. $5 is
acceptable, but the fun therein is exemptable. For anyone researching what made this game good in its time, I would
direct you to look at how resources and time management add an interesting dynamic. Also, the mini games of hacking
and cryptography are what made this a great title. I have yet to see other games go to this degree of puzzles and mini
games as most mini games are dumb down to include a wider audience. You can also select a variety of automobiles
which wasn't done again until Grand Theft Auto. Finally, the atmosphere for espionage is more believable than more
modern spy games such as Alpha Protocol. Regardless, if you like spy v. spy style games I think most gamers would
have more fun with Alpha Protocol which is also offered on Steam at a higher price, however.
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